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Recommendation ITU-T X.609.5 

Managed P2P communications: Overlay management protocol 

1 Scope 

This Recommendation specifies overlay management protocol for various services including 

multimedia streaming and content distribution over managed peer-to-peer infrastructure. This 

Recommendation describes the following details: 

– overview of overlay management protocol, 

– elements of protocol messages, 

– protocol messages and its parameters, 

– protocol behaviours including information flows. 

2 References 

The following ITU-T Recommendations and other references contain provisions which, through 

reference in this text, constitute provisions of this Recommendation. At the time of publication, the 

editions indicated were valid. All Recommendations and other references are subject to revision; 

users of this Recommendation are therefore encouraged to investigate the possibility of applying the 

most recent edition of the Recommendations and other references listed below. A list of the currently 

valid ITU-T Recommendations is regularly published. The reference to a document within this 

Recommendation does not give it, as a stand-alone document, the status of a Recommendation. 

[ITU-T X.609] Recommendation ITU-T X.609 (2015), Managed P2P communications: 

Functional architecture. 

[ITU-T X.609.1] Recommendation ITU-T X.609.1 (2016), Managed P2P communications: Peer 

activity management protocol (PAMP). 

[ITU-T X.609.2] Recommendation ITU-T X.609.2 (2016), Managed P2P communications: 

Overlay resource control protocol (ORCP). 

[ITU-T X.609.3] Recommendation ITU-T X.609.3 (2017), Managed P2P communications: 

Multimedia streaming signalling requirements. 

[ITU-T X.609.4] Recommendation ITU-T X.609.4 (2018), Managed P2P communications: 

Multimedia streaming peer protocol. 

[ITU-T X.609.6] Recommendation ITU-T X.609.6 (2018), Managed P2P communications: 

Content distribution signalling requirements. 

[ITU-T X.609.7] Recommendation ITU-T X.609.7 (2018), Managed P2P communications: 

Content distribution peer protocol. 

[IETF RFC 7159] IETF RFC 7159 (2014), The JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) Data 

Interchange Format. 

[IETF RFC 7231] IETF RFC 7231 (2014), Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP/1.1): Semantics 

and Content. 

3 Definitions 

3.1 Terms defined elsewhere 

This Recommendation uses the following terms defined elsewhere: 
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3.1.1 overlay network [b-ITU-T X.1162]: An overlay network is a virtual network that runs on 

top of another network. Like any other network, the overlay network comprises a set of nodes and 

links between them. Because the links are logical ones, they may correspond to many physical links 

of the underlying network. 

3.1.2 peer [b-ITU-T X.1161]: Communication node on P2P network that functions simultaneously 

as both "client" and "server" to the other nodes on the network. 

3.1.3 peer-to-peer (P2P) [b-ITU-T Y.2206]: A system is considered to be P2P if the nodes of the 

system share their resources in order to provide the service the system supports. The nodes in the 

system both provide services to other nodes and request services from other nodes. 

NOTE – Peer is the node in a P2P system. 

3.1.4 managed P2P [b-ISO/IEC TR 20002]: P2P with manageability features to manage the 

P2P-based service and P2P network by the P2P participants such as P2P service provider, ISP and 

peer. 

3.1.5 fragment [ITU-T X.609]: A piece of the shared content. 

3.2 Terms defined in this Recommendation 

This Recommendation defines the following terms: 

3.2.1 overlay ID: An identifier of an overlay network. Each overlay network can be identified by 

own overlay ID. 

3.2.2 peer ID: An identifier of a peer. Each peer can be identified by own peer ID. 

3.2.3 peer list: A list of peer IDs which identifies the peers participating in an overlay network. 

4 Abbreviations and acronyms 

This Recommendation uses the following abbreviations and acronyms: 

CS Cache Server 

JSON Javascript Object Notation 

MP2P Managed Peer-to-Peer 

OMS Overlay Management Server 

OMP Overlay Management Protocol 

PAMS Peer Activity Management Server 

MP2P Managed Peer-to-Peer 

P2P Peer-to-Peer 

REST Representational State Transfer 

RS Relay Server 

UMS User Management Server 

UNIS Underlying Network Information Server 

5 Conventions 

Resource elements in clause 8.1 are encoded in JavaScript object notation (JSON) [IETF RFC 7159], 

and the grammar used in representing objects defined in this Recommendation is as follows: 

– "STRING", "BOOLEAN", and "NUMBER" types are used to indicate string, boolean and 

number, respectively; 
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– An array of collective values are enclosed in brackets "[ ]" with value separated by commas 

","; 

– Selective options are separated by a vertical bar " | ". 

6 Overview 

The framework of managed peer-to-peer (MP2P) communications is defined in 

[b-ISO/IEC TR 20002], and the details of the entities and the reference points among the entities are 

defined in [ITU-T X.609]. 

 

Figure 1 – Framework and reference points of MP2P [ITU-T X.609] 

Figure 1 shows the framework and reference points of MP2P communications. From the management 

point of view, the overlay management server (OMS) manages the information of established overlay 

networks and controls resources such as cache server (CS) and relay server (RS). A peer interacts 

with OMS to join a specific overlay network. The peer also interacts with OMS when it leaves the 

joined overlay network. This Recommendation defines the overlay management protocol (OMP) 

running over reference point R5, which is used for the management related to overlay network. OMS 

can interact with other entities such as peer activity management server (PAMS), underlying network 

information server (UNIS), and user management server (UMS) to form a well-organized overlay 

network, but those interactions are not part of this Recommendation. 

The basic service flow for overlay network management in MP2P communication is shown 

in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2 – Basic service flow of overlay network management 

A peer requests OMS to create a new overlay network. If the request is valid, OMS establishes a new 

overlay network as requested and responds with the information of the established overlay network 

such as the identifier of the overlay network. After an overlay network is created, peers can join the 

overlay network by interacting with OMS. A peer requests OMS to join a specific overlay network. 

As a response, OMS provides a peer list that contains contact information of peers participating in 

the overlay network. The peer list can be generated by OMS itself, or OMS can interact with other 

servers such as UMS, UNIS and PAMS to generate the optimized peer list. Upon receiving the 

response including peer list, the peer contacts other peers on the list and conducts rest processes for 

receiving various types of content such as multimedia streams or files. 

As depicted in Figure 2, this Recommendation covers the interactions between peer and OMS, which 

runs over reference point R5 shown in Figure 1. The interactions can be classified into two categories. 

The first category is overlay network management. Overlay network management is about creation, 

modification, and termination of an overlay network. The second category is peer management. Peer 

management is about joining and leaving a specific overlay network. In addition, the 

Recommendation includes the interaction for query which is within the scope of both categories. For 

instance, a peer can query the information of a specific overlay network or the peer list of a specific 

overlay network. 

7 Protocol operation 

7.1 Overlay network management 

7.1.1 Creation of overlay network 

A peer can request OMS to create a new overlay network. The request may specify parameters such 

as peer ID of the peer that sent the request or a list of peer IDs for closed group communication. Upon 

receiving the request, OMS checks whether the request is valid. If the request is valid, OMS creates 

an overlay network as requested. When OMS creates the overlay network, it should also generate a 

unique overlay ID for the overlay network since each overlay network is distinguished by own overlay 

ID. After completing creation, OMS responds with the overlay ID. This process is depicted in 

Figure 3. This Recommendation does not specify how the overlay ID is generated. 
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Figure 3 – Operations for overlay network creation 

7.1.2 Modification of overlay network 

A peer can request OMS to modify information of the overlay network. To prevent unauthorized 

modification, OMS accepts the request only if the request is issued by the peer that requested OMS 

to create the overlay network. Any parameter configured when the overlay network is created can be 

modified, and new parameters can be newly configured by the modification operations. OMS checks 

validity of the request upon receiving the request and performs modifications as requested. When 

OMS completes the requested modification, it responds that modification has been successful. This 

process is depicted in Figure 4. 

 

Figure 4 – Operations for overlay network modification 

7.1.3 Termination of overlay network 

A peer can request OMS to terminate the overlay network. To prevent unauthorized termination, 

OMS accepts the request only if the request is issued by the peer that requested OMS to create the 

overlay network. After checking validity of the request, OMS removes all data related to the overlay 

network from itself. When OMS completes the requested termination, it responds that termination 

has been successful. This process is depicted in Figure 5. 
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Figure 5 – Operations for overlay network termination 

7.1.4 Query of overlay network 

A peer can send OMS a query about the status of overlay networks. When the query includes a 

specific overlay ID, OMS responds with the status information of the corresponding overlay network. 

If the query does not specify any overlay network, OMS responds with the information of all the 

overlay networks that it manages. The query may also specify the peer ID of a specific peer. In such 

case, OMS responds with the information about the overlay network that the specified peer had 

created. This process is depicted in Figure 6. 

 

Figure 6 – Operations for overlay network query 

7.2 Peer management 

7.2.1 Overlay network join 

To join a specific overlay network, a peer sends OMS a request to join the target overlay network. If 

the request is valid, OMS responds with a peer list that contains the contact information and peer ID 

of peers already participating in the overlay network. The request from the peer may include network 

information of the requesting peer so that OMS can manage the peer list of each overlay network. In 

addition, the request may additionally include an authentication key if authentication is needed to join 

the overlay network. This process is depicted in Figure 7. 
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Figure 7 – Operations for overlay network joining 

7.2.2 Peer information update 

After joining an overlay network, a peer can send a request for updating its information. The request 

can be considered as renewing the subscription so that OMS can keep the status of the requesting 

peer alive. As a response, OMS sends the latest version of the peer list. Then the requesting peer can 

communicate with peers on the peer list. This process is depicted in Figure 8. 

 

Figure 8 – Operations for peer information update 

7.2.3 Overlay network leave 

A peer can leave the joined overlay network anytime without the need to notify OMS. However, the 

peer may notify OMS of its leave for a graceful exit. The graceful exit helps OMS manage overlay 

networks precisely. OMS considers that a specific peer leaves if a specific peer does not send its peer 

information update request within a predefined period of time. This process is depicted in Figure 9. 
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Figure 9 – Operations for overlay network leave 

7.2.4 Peer list query 

A peer can request OMS to send peer list of a specific overlay network. The request may include 

conditions of querying so that OMS can find the corresponding peers and respond with them. The 

condition includes list of fragments or range of fragments. Then, OMS responds with the information 

about the corresponding peers which possesses the fragments specified in the request. This process is 

depicted in Figure 10. 

 

Figure 10 – Operations for peer list query 
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8 Messages 

8.1 Resource element type 

8.1.1 Peer information element 

The peer information element provides the information about peer. The peer information element is 

defined as follows: 

– Object {    

–    STRING    peer_id; 

–    network     net_info; 

– } peer_info 

The description of the attributes is as follows: 

– peer_id is an identifier of a peer; 

– net_info is an object of network element. 

8.1.2 Network element 

The network element provides the information regarding network address. The network element is 

defined as follows: 

– Object { 

–    STRING     ip-address; 

–    INTEGER   port; 

–    BOOLEAN public; 

– } network 

The description of the attributes is as follows: 

– ip-address is an IP address of a peer; 

– port is a port number of a peer; 

– public indicates whether ip-address is a public IP address. The value is set to TRUE, if 

ip-address is a public address. 

8.1.3 Peer list element 

The peer list element provides the information about peers and fragments. The peer list element is 

defined as follows: 

– Object { 

–    peer_info   [peer_info]; 

– } peer_list 

The description of the attributes is as follows: 

– peer_info is an array of peer_info objects. 

8.1.4 Overlay network information element 

The overlay network information element provides identification information of an overlay network. 

The overlay network information element is defined as follows: 

– Object { 

–    STRING    version; 

–    STRING    overlay-network-id; 
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–    STRING    index-url; 

–    STRING    owner-id; 

–    INTEGER    expires; 

–    pam_conf_info    pam_conf; 

–    auth_info    auth; 

–    overlay_status    status; 

–    peer_list  peer_list 

– } overlay_network_information; 

The description of the attributes is as follows: 

– version indicates the version of the overlay network identified by overlay-network-id; 

– overlay-network-id is an identifier of overlay network; 

– index-url is an URL address of index server; 

– owner-id is an identifier of peer which created the overlay network; 

– expires indicates expiration time. Peers belonging to the overlay network is required to update 

their information within the expiration time; 

– pam_conf is an object of pam_conf_info element; 

– auth is an object of auth_info element; 

– status is an object of overlay_status element; 

– peer_list is an object of peer_list element. 

8.1.5 Overlay network list element 

The overlay network list element provides the information about overlay networks. The overlay 

network list element is defined as follows: 

– Object { 

–    STRING   [overlay_network_id]; 

– } overlay_network_list 

The description of the attributes is as follows: 

– overlay_network_id is an array of identifiers of each overlay network. The array contains 

ordered list of overlay network identifiers. 

8.1.6 Fragment list element 

The fragment list element provides the information about fragments. The fragment list element is 

defined as follows: 

– Object { 

–    NUMBER num_of_fragment; 

–    NUMBER fragment_size; 

–    NUMBER   [fragment]; 

– } fragment_list 

The description of the attributes is as follows: 

– num_of_fragment indicates the total number of fragments organizing the content shared in 

an overlay network; 

– fragment_size indicates the size of fragment in kilobytes; 
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– fragment is an array of identifiers of each fragment. fragment_list element can include list of 

fragment IDs. 

8.1.7 Fragment range element 

The fragment range element provides the information about range of fragments. The fragment range 

element is defined as follows: 

– Object { 

–    NUMBER   start_fragment_id; 

–    NUMBER   end_fragment_id; 

– } fragment_range 

The description of the attributes is as follows: 

– start_fragment_id is an identifier of the first fragment in the range of fragments; 

– end_fragment_id is an identifier of the last fragment in the range of fragments. 

8.1.8 Peer activity management configuration information element 

The peer activity management (PAM) configuration information element provides the configuration 

information about PAM. The PAM configuration information element is defined as follows: 

– Object {    

–    BOOLEAN    pam_enabled; 

–    STRING      pams_url; 

–    INTERGER   report_interval; 

– } pam_conf_info 

The description of the attributes is as follows: 

– pam_enabled indicates whether PAM function is enabled. If the value is set to true, PAM 

function is enabled; 

– pams_url is a URL of PAMS. pam_url is used to indicate the location of PAMS; 

– report_interval is periodic interval in second for reporting dynamic status by peer. 

8.1.9 Authentication information element 

The authentication information element provides the information related to authentication required 

for an overlay network. The authentication information element is defined as follows: 

– Object {    

–    STRING     closed; 

–    STRING     auth-key; 

–    STRING     [user_id]; 

– } auth_info 

The description of the attributes is as follows: 

– closed indicates whether an overlay network is closed group. The value is set to YES, if the 

overlay network is a closed group. In addition, user-id array should be specified in order to 

list members of the group. The value is set to NO, if the overlay network is not a closed 

group. The value can be set to AUTH if the overlay network is a closed group requiring a 

specific authentication key for joining the group; 

– auth-key is an authentication key. This attribute is set only if attribute closed is set to AUTH; 

– user-id is an array of identifiers of each peer. The array contains list of peer identifiers so that 

the listed peers can join the overlay network. 
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8.1.10 Overlay status element 

The overlay status element provides the status of an overlay network. The overlay status element is 

defined as follows: 

– Object {    

–    INTEGER     num-of-seed; 

–    INTEGER     num-of-leech; 

–    STRING       time-of-start; 

–    STRING       time-of-last-activity; 

– } overlay_status 

The description of the attributes is as follows: 

– num-of-seed is the number of seeds in an overlay network; 

– num-of-leech is the number of leeches in an overlay network; 

– time-of-start indicates the time when an overlay network is created; 

– time-of-last-activity indicates the time when the latest report from a peer is received. 

8.2 Message format 

This clause provides the format of messages for the operations explained in clause 7. All operations 

have request and response messages. For extensibility, OMP uses representational state transfer 

(REST)-ful architecture [b-REST]. 

8.2.1 OMP_CREATE 

OMP_CREATE is initiated by a peer to create a new overlay network into OMS. On the basis of the 

request for OMP_CREATE, OMS can create an overlay network. 

8.2.1.1 Request 

The request message format for OMP_CREATE is shown in Table 1. 

Table 1 – Request message format for OMP_CREATE 

Method POST 

URI http://{OMS_ADDRESS}a)/overlay_networks/ 

Body overlay_network_information (refer to clause 8.1.4) 

a) {OMS_ADDRESS} refers to the FQDN address of OMS 

An example HTTP request message for OMP_CREATE is as follows: 

POST /overlay_networks/ HTTP/1.1 

Host: www.exampleoms.com 

Content-Length: 122 

Content-Type: application/json 

Accept: application/json 

{ 

 “overlay_network_information” : { 

          “version” : 1, 

“owner-id” : “8djdhd”, 

         “expires” : 5, 
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         “pam_conf” : { 

              “pam_enabled” : “TRUE” 

},  

“auth” : { 

      “closed” : “YES”, 

      “auth-key” : “9i8u7y”, 

      “user-id” : [7y6t5r, 9i8u7y52] 

} 

 } 

} 

 

8.2.1.2 Response 

The response to an OMP_CREATE request uses a response code to indicate the result. Table 2 lists 

the response codes and semantics for OMP_CREATE. This Recommendation follows 

[IETF RFC 7231] for other response codes. 

Table 2 – Response codes for OMP_CREATE 

Response code and semantics Body 

200 OK 

The request is accepted and creation is 

done. 

overlay_network_information (refer to clause 8.1.4) 

401 Unauthorized 

The request requires user authentication. A 

peer may repeat the request with a suitable 

Authorization in HTTP header. 

N/A 

An example HTTP response message for OMP_CREATE is as follows: 

HTTP/1.1 200 OK 

Content-Length: 118 

Content-Type: application/json 

Connection: Closed 

{ 

 “overlay_network_information” : { 

          “version” : 1, 

   “overlay_network_id” : “12ekd4kd8”, 

 “index-url” : “http://www.exampleidx.com/ 12ekd4kd8”, 

         “owner-id” : “8djdhd”, 

         “expires” : 5, 

         “pam_conf” : { 

              “pam_enabled” : “TRUE”, 

              “pams_url” : “http://www.examplepams.com/”, 

              “report_interval” : 3 

          } 
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 } 

} 

 

8.2.2 OMP_UPDATE 

OMP_UPDATE is initiated by a peer to update the information of a specific overlay network. OMS 

allows the request only if the corresponding overlay network has been created by the requesting peer. 

8.2.2.1 Request 

The request message format for OMP_UPDATE is shown in Table 3. 

Table 3 – Request message format for OMP_UPDATE 

Method PUT 

URI http://{OMS_ADDRESS}a)/overlay_networks/{NID}b) 

Body overlay_network_information (refer to clause 8.1.4) 

a) {OMS_ADDRESS} refers to the FQDN address of OMS. 
b) {NID} refers to the ID of overlay network. 

An example HTTP request message for OMP_UPDATE is as follows: 

PUT /overlay_networks/12ekd4kd8/ HTTP/1.1 

Host: www.exampleoms.com 

Content-Length: 122 

Content-Type: application/json 

Accept: application/json 

{ 

  

“overlay_network_information” : { 

          “version” : 2, 

 “index-url” : “http://www.exampleixs.com/12ekd4kd8”, 

         “owner-id” : “8djdhd”, 

         “expires” : 5, 

“auth” : { 

      “closed” : “NO” 

} 

 } 

} 

8.2.2.2 Response 

The response to an OMP_UPDATE request uses a response code to indicate the result. Table 4 lists 

the response codes and semantics for OMP_UPDATE. This Recommendation follows 

[IETF RFC 7231] for other response codes. 
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Table 4 – Response codes for OMP_UPDATE 

Response code and semantics Body 

200 OK 

The request is accepted and creation is 

done. 

N/A 

401 Unauthorized 

The request requires user authentication. A 

peer may repeat the request with a suitable 

Authorization in HTTP header. 

N/A 

8.2.3 OMP_TERMINATE 

OMP_TERMINATE is initiated by a peer to terminate a specific overlay network. OMS allows 

termination, only if the requesting peer created the overlay network. 

8.2.3.1 Request 

The request message format for OMP_TERMINATE is shown in Table 5. 

Table 5 – Request message format for OMP_TERMINATE 

Method DELETE 

URL http://{OMS_ADDRESS}a)overlay_networks/{NID}b)/ 

Body N/A 

a) {OMS_ADDRESS} refers to the FQDN address of OMS. 
b) {NID} refers to the ID of overlay network to be deleted. 

8.2.3.2 Response 

The response to an OMP_TERMINATE request uses a response code to indicate the result. 

Table 6 lists response codes and semantics for OMP _TERMINATE. This Recommendation follows 

[IETF RFC 7231] for other response codes. 

Table 6 – Response codes for OMP_TERMINATE 

Response code and semantics Body 

200 OK 

The request is accepted and deregistration is 

done. 

N/A 

401 Unauthorized 

The request requires user authentication. 

OMS may repeat the request with a suitable 

Authorization in HTTP header. 

N/A 

404 Not Found 

The request is denied because there is no 

responding overlay network with the 

requested identifier. 

N/A 

8.2.4 OMP_QUERY_OVERLAY 

OMP_QUERY_OVERLAY is initiated by a peer to query the status of a specific overlay network. 
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8.2.4.1 Request 

The request message format for OMP_QUERY_OVERLAY is shown in Table 7. 

Table 7 – Request message format for OMP_QUERY_OVERLAY 

Method GET 

URI http://{OMS_ADDRESS}a)/overlay_networks/{NID}b) 

Body N/A 

a) {OMS_ADDRESS} refers to the FQDN address of OMS. 
b) {NID} refers to the ID of overlay network. 

8.2.4.2 Response 

The response to an OMP_QUERY_OVERLAY request uses a response code to indicate the result. 

Table 8 lists response codes and semantics for OMP_QUERY_OVERLAY. This Recommendation 

follows [IETF RFC 7231] for other response codes. 

Table 8 – Response codes for OMP_QUERY_OVERLAY 

Response code and semantics Body 

200 OK 

The request is succeeded and this response 

contains peer list. 

overlay_network_information (refer to clause 8.1.2) 

401 Unauthorized 

The request requires user authentication. 

Peer may repeat the request with a suitable 

Authorization in HTTP header 

N/A 

404 Not Found 

The request is denied because there is no 

responding peer with the requested 

identifier. 

N/A 

An example HTTP response message for OMP_QUERY_OVERLAY is as follows: 

HTTP/1.1 200 OK 

Content-Length: 255 

Content-Type: application/json 

{ 

“overlay_network_information” : { 

          “version” : 2, 

“owner-id” : “8djdhd”, 

         “expires” : 5, 

“auth” : { 

      “closed” : “NO” 

} 

“overlay_status” : { 

      “num-of-seed” : 3, 

      “num-of-leech” : 10, 

      “time-of-start” : “1d10m55s”, 
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      “time-of-last-activity” : “1s” 

} 

} 

8.2.5 OMP_JOIN 

OMP_JOIN is initiated by a peer to join a specific overlay network. OMS responds with the peer list 

containing the peers already participating in the overlay network. 

8.2.5.1 Request 

The request message format for OMP_JOIN is shown in Table 9. 

Table 9 – Request message format for OMP_JOIN 

Method POST 

URI http://{OMS_ADDRESS}a)/overlay_networks/{NID}b)/peer/ 

Body peer_information (refer to clause 8.1.1) 

a) {OMS_ADDRESS} refers to the FQDN address of OMS. 
b) {NID} refers to the ID of overlay network. 

An example HTTP request message for OMP_JOIN is as follows: 

POST /overlay_networks/12ekd4kd8/peer/ HTTP/1.1 

Host: www.exampleoms.com 

Content-Length: 117 

Content-Type: application/json 

Accept: application/json 

{ 

 "peer_information” : { 

  "peer_id” : “8djdhd”, 

  "net_info” : { 

                “ip-address” : “123.1.2.3”, 

                “port” : 5241, 

                “public” : “YES” 

         } 

 } 

} 

8.2.5.2 Response 

The response to an OMP_JOIN request uses a response code to indicate the result. Table 10 lists 

response codes and semantics for OMP_JOIN. This Recommendation follows [IETF RFC 7231] for 

other response codes. 

Table 10 – Response codes for OMP_JOIN 

Response code and semantics Body 

200 OK 

The request is accepted and registration is 

done. 

overlay_network_information (refer to clause 8.1.4) 
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Table 10 – Response codes for OMP_JOIN 

Response code and semantics Body 

404 Not Found 

The request is denied because there is no 

responding overlay network with the 

requested identifier. 

N/A 

409 Conflict 

The request is denied because peer with the 

same identifier is already joined. 

N/A 

An example HTTP response message for OMP_JOIN is as follows: 

HTTP/1.1 200 OK 

Content-Length: 118 

Content-Type: application/json 

{ 

“overlay_network_information” : { 

          “version” : 2, 

“expires” : 5, 

“pam_conf” : { 

              “pam_enabled” : “TRUE”, 

              “pams_url” : “http://www.examplepams.com/”, 

              “report_interval” : 3 

          }, 

          “peer_list” : { 

              "peers" :  [“peerd”, “peerb”, “peerc”] 

          } 

} 

} 

8.2.6 OMP _JOIN_UPDATE 

OMP _JOIN_UPDATE is initiated by a peer to renew its subscription regarding specific overlay 

networks. A peer periodically requests OMS to renew its subscription by sending an OMP 

_JOIN_UPDATE request. 

8.2.6.1 Request 

The request message format for OMP_JOIN_UPDATE is shown in Table 11. 

Table 11 – Request message format for OMP_JOIN_UPDATE 

Method PUT 

URI http://{OMS_ADDRESS}a)/overlay_networks/{NID}b)/peer/{PID}c) 

Body peer_information (refer to clause 8.1.1), auth_info (refer to clause 8.1.9) 

a) {OMS_ADDRESS} refers to the FQDN address of OMS. 
b) {NID} refers to the ID of overlay network. 
c) {PID} refers to the ID of peer to be updated. 
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An example HTTP request message for OMP_JOIN_UPDATE is as follows: 

PUT /overlay_networks/12ekd4kd8/peer/8djdhd HTTP/1.1 

Host: www.exampleaoms.com 

Content-Length: 117 

Content-Type: application/json 

Accept: application/json 

{ 

 "peer_information” : { 

  "peer_id” : “8djdhd” 

 }, 

   “auth_info” : { 

         “auth-key” : “78ue3ee2” 

    } 

} 

 

8.2.6.2 Response 

The response to an OMP_JOIN_UPDATE request uses a response code to indicate the result. 

Table 12 lists response codes and semantics for OMP_JOIN_UPDATE. This Recommendation 

follows [IETF RFC 7231] for other response codes. 

Table 12 – Response codes for OMP_JOIN_UPDATE 

Response code and semantics Body 

200 OK 

The request is accepted and registration is 

done. 

overlay_network_information (refer to clause 8.1.4) 

404 Not Found 

The request is denied because there is no 

responding peer with the requested 

identifier. 

N/A 

An example HTTP response message for OMP_JOIN_UPDATE is as follows: 

HTTP/1.1 200 OK 

Content-Length: 118 

Content-Type: application/json 

{ 

“overlay_network_information” : { 

          “expires” : 2 

   } 

} 

8.2.7 OMP_LEAVE 

OMP_LEAVE is initiated by a peer to leave a specific overlay network. 
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8.2.7.1 Request 

The request message format for OMP_LEAVE is shown in Table 13. 

Table 13 – Request message format for OMP_LEAVE 

Method DELETE 

URI http://{OMS_ADDRESS}a)/overlay_networks/{NID}b)/peer/{PID}c) 

Body N/A 

a) {OMS_ADDRESS} refers to the FQDN address of OMS. 
b) {NID} refers to the ID of overlay network. 
c) {PID} refers to the ID of leaving peer. 

8.2.7.2 Response 

The response to an OMP_LEAVE request uses a response code to indicate the result. Table 14 lists 

response codes and semantics for OMP_LEAVE. This Recommendation follows [IETF RFC 7231] 

for other response codes. 

Table 14 – Response codes for OMP_LEAVE 

Response code and semantics Body 

200 OK 

The request is accepted and registration is 

done. 

N/A 

401 Unauthorized 

The request requires user authentication. 

Peer may repeat the request with a suitable 

Authorization in HTTP header 

N/A 

404 Not Found 

The request is denied because there is no 

responding peer with the requested 

identifier. 

N/A 

8.2.8 OMP_QUERY_PEER 

OMP_QUERY_PEER is initiated by a peer to query the status of a specific peer joining a specific 

overlay network. 

8.2.8.1 Request 

The request message format for OMP_QUERY_PEER is shown in Table 15. 

Table 15 – Request message format for OMP_QUERY_PEER 

Method GET 

URI http://{OMS_ADDRESS}a)/overlay_networks/{NID}b)/peer/{PID}c) 

Body N/A 

a) {OMS_ADDRESS} refers to the FQDN address of OMS. 
b) {NID} refers to the ID of overlay network. 
c) {PID} refers to the ID of leaving peer. 
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8.2.8.2 Response 

The response to an OMP_QUERY_PEER request uses a response code to indicate the result. 

Table 16 lists response codes and semantics for OMP_QUERY_PEER. This Recommendation 

follows [IETF RFC 7231] for other response codes. 

Table 16 – Response codes for OMP_QUERY_PEER 

Response code and semantics Body 

200 OK 

The request is succeeded and this response 

contains peer list. 

peer_information (refers to clause 8.1.1) 

401 Unauthorized 

The request requires user authentication. 

Peer may repeat the request with a suitable 

Authorization in HTTP header 

N/A 

404 Not Found 

The request is denied because there is no 

responding peer with the requested 

identifier. 

N/A 

An example HTTP response message for OMP_QUERY_PEER is as follows: 

HTTP/1.1 200 OK 

Content-Length: 145 

Content-Type: application/json 

{ 

"peer_information” : { 

   "peer_id” : “8djdhd”, 

     “net_ifo” : { 

        “ip-address” : “123.1.2.3”, 

        “port” : 5241, 

        “public” : “TRUE” 

 } 

} 

8.2.9 OMP_QUERY_PEERLIST 

OMP_QUERY_PEERLIST is initiated by a peer to request OMS to send a peer list of a specific 

overlay network. The body of the request message may include a query condition so that peers 

possessing a certain range of fragment can be queried. 

8.2.9.1 Request 

The request message format for OMP_QUERY_PEERLIST is shown in Table 17. 
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Table 17 – Request message format for OMP_QUERY_PEERLIST 

Method GET 

URI http://{OMS_ADDRESS}a)/overlay_networks/{NID}b)/peer/ 

Body fragment_list (refer to clause 8.1.6), fragment_range (refer to clause 8.1.7) 

a) {OMS_ADDRESS} refers to the FQDN address of OMS. 
b) {NID} refers to the ID of overlay network. 

An example HTTP request message for OMP_QUERY_PEERLIST is as follows: 

GET /overlay_networks/12ekd4kd8/peer/8djdhd HTTP/1.1 

Host: www.exampleaoms.com 

Content-Length: 73 

Content-Type: application/json 

Accept: application/json 

{ 

"fragment_range": 

  { 

    "start_fragment_id":0, 

    "end_fragment_id":99 

  } 

} 

8.2.9.2 Response 

The response to an OMP_ QUERY_PEERLIST request uses a response code to indicate the result. 

Table 18 lists response codes and semantics for OMP_QUERY_PEERLIST. This Recommendation 

follows [IETF RFC 7231] for other response codes. 

Table 18 – Response codes for OMP_QUERY_PEERLIST 

Response code and semantics Body 

200 OK 

The request is succeeded and this response 

contains peer list. 

peer_list (refers to clause 8.1.3) 

401 Unauthorized 

The request requires user authentication. 

Peer may repeat the request with a suitable 

Authorization in HTTP header 

N/A 

404 Not Found 

The request is denied because there is no 

responding peer with the requested 

identifier. 

N/A 
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An example HTTP response message for OMP_QUERY_PEERLIST is as follows: 

HTTP/1.1 200 OK 

Content-Length: 255 

Content-Type: application/json 

{ 

"peer_list" : { 

    "peers" :  [“peerd”, “peerb”, “peerc”] 

 } 

"fragment_list" : { 

    "fragment" : [100, 102] 

  }, 

  "fragment_range": 

  { 

    "start_fragment_id":0, 

    "end_fragment_id":99 

      } 

} 
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